
Date: 18/12/2015 
Time: 1015hrs 
Venue: Oxley Business Hub 
 
Attendees:  

FYP TEAM CLIENTS 

1. Jeremy Kwek 
2. Ivan Ng 
3. Ian Cheah 
4. Matthew Luo 
5. Daniel Yeong 

1. Jagdish 
 

 

 
Agenda: 
S/N Description 

1. Review of coding logic 

2. Client Testing  
3. Project Timeline 

 
Review of coding logic 

- It is ok for email to be in all caps, we do not have to change it to lower caps on 
our side 

- All phone numbers does not have to be just Singaporean numbers  
- Passwords containing special characters are ok. The framework that SOD uses 

for API have handled these concerns 
- For job listing, load a few (e.g. 10-20) and pull up to get more 
- UI/UX for both iOS and Android must be the same. For the job listing portion, 

where we place the full-time or apply now must be standardized 
- No password to be retained at log in page  
- Forget password is not for team LOCK to implement 

 
Client Testing 

- Testing has been pushed back to the 23rd of Dec 
- Functions to be the tested remains the same. All the way to resume builder  
- Provide a UI/UX prototype for the career buddy for clients to review 

 
Project Timeline 

- Push back iteration 7 back by three days and revise the project timeline  
- API Team: Jeremy and Jojo 
- Application Team: Ivan and Matthew (iOS) & Ian and Daniel (Android) 
- Change password function to be included into timeline  

 
Action Items: 

S/N Task Assigned Due Date 

1. UI/UX Prototype Daniel and Ian 23/12/2015 

2. Revise Timeline  Matthew 21/12/2015 
 
  



The meeting was adjourned at (1130) hrs. These minutes will be circulated and adopted if 
there are no amendments reported in the next three days. 
 
Prepared by, 
Matthew Luo 
 
Vetted and edited by, 

Daniel Yeong  


